The American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) recommends that clinical sequencing laboratories return secondary findings in 56 genes associated with medically actionable conditions. Our goal was to apply a systematic, stringent approach consistent with clinical standards to estimate the prevalence of pathogenic variants associated with such conditions using a diverse sequencing reference sample. Candidate variants in the 56 ACMG genes were selected from Phase 1 of the 1000 Genomes dataset, which contains sequencing information on 1,092 unrelated individuals from across the world. These variants were filtered using the Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) Professional version and defined parameters, appraised through literature review, and examined by a clinical laboratory specialist and expert physician. Over 70,000 genetic variants were extracted from the 56 genes, and filtering identified 237 variants annotated as disease causing by HGMD Professional. Literature review and expert evaluation determined that 7 of these variants were pathogenic or likely pathogenic. Furthermore, 5 additional truncating variants not listed as disease causing in HGMD Professional were identified as likely pathogenic. These 12 secondary findings are associated with diseases that could inform medical follow-up, including cancer predisposition syndromes, cardiac conditions, and familial hypercholesterolemia. The majority of the identified medically actionable findings were in individuals from the European (5/379) and Americas (4/181) ancestry groups, with fewer findings in Asian (2/286) and African (1/246) ancestry groups. Our results suggest that medically relevant secondary findings can be identified in approximately 1% (12/1092) of individuals in a diverse reference sample. As clinical sequencing laboratories continue to implement the ACMG recommendations, our results highlight that at least a small number of potentially important secondary findings can be selected for return. Our results also PLOS ONE |
Introduction
The use of exome and genome sequencing is swiftly increasing in medicine. In addition to identifying specific findings related to the indication for sequencing, these assays that assess a large portion of our genes may uncover other clinically relevant variants. These variants may be deliberately searched for (secondary findings) or accidentally discovered (incidental findings) during the course of sequencing [1] . Though the concept of secondary and incidental findings is not new to medicine [2] or genetics [3] , the likelihood of uncovering these findings has dramatically increased with genomic sequencing [4, 5] .
In March 2013, the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) recommended that clinical sequencing laboratories return pathogenic variants in 56 genes associated with 24 medically actionable conditions [6, 7] . These recommendations prompted a heated debate. Critics emphasize the patient's right to choose to receive these findings and object to a mandatory duty to assess and report results [8] [9] [10] . They highlight that the predictive value of disease-associated variants in the general population is unknown, and that variants may be identified at a high frequency, leading to undue anxiety and unnecessary procedures [9, 10] . The ACMG board has subsequently modified its recommendation to include an "opt out" option. Proponents of the recommendations argue that for well-established pathogenic variants associated with the proposed conditions, surveillance and intervention may be lifesaving [11, 12] . Furthermore, similar to other areas of medicine, sequencing laboratories have a responsibility to comprehensively evaluate test results. The ACMG working group acknowledges that there are limited data to fully support their recommendations and advises regular review and update of the list [6, 7] .
Uniformly, there is a call for more research on the ACMG recommended genes and conditions in the general population [6, [9] [10] [11] . This genetic and ethical landscape motivated us to test a stringent approach for identifying clinically relevant secondary findings associated with the ACMG list in the 1000 Genomes dataset [13] , a diverse sequencing reference sample. Our goal was to estimate the likelihood of observing secondary findings with substantial evidence for disease association to provide insight into the potential implications of these controversial recommendations.
Materials and Methods
Our analysis focused on identifying actionable pathogenic and likely pathogenic variants in the 56 ACMG genes (Table 1) . Because prevalence estimates of these conditions range from 1/200 to 1/1,000,000 (S1 Table) , the probability of an individual in the 1000 Genomes dataset having one of these conditions is low. Thus, a threshold with high specificity for identifying secondary findings is critical to reduce false positive results that may lead to unnecessary procedures and altered life planning. Our approach emphasizes specificity by integrating informatics filtering, literature review, and expert evaluation.
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1,000 Genomes Sample
Phase 1 of the 1000 Genomes dataset provides low coverage whole-genome sequencing (average 5x) and high coverage exome-sequencing (average 80x) on 1,092 unrelated individuals from 14 different populations in 4 major ancestry groups; Europe, East Asia, Africa, and the Americas [13] . These populations were selected based on scientific, ethical, and practical considerations with the goal of building a resource illustrating the spectrum of geographic genetic variation. Our analysis focused on examining the 56 well-established ACMG genes in the 1,092 individuals in Phase 1 of the 1000 Genomes dataset.
Ethics Statement
The 1000 Genomes dataset is coded data, which is publically available and unrestricted online through an open access policy. The Washington University Human Research Protection Office determined that this project did not involve activities that were subject to Institutional Review Board oversight. 
Filtering of Variants
Informatics filtering strategies similar to those proposed by Berg and colleagues [14] narrowed down the number of candidate variants (detailed in Fig 1) . Briefly, variants in the 56 genes were downloaded in October 2013 from the 1000 Genomes Browser based on Ensembl version 73 (http://browser.1000genomes.org/index.html). MySQL was used to intersect the downloaded variants with the Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) Professional (2.2012) [15] . These variants were filtered by selecting variants labeled disease-causing by HGMD, combining duplicate entries, and eliminating variants retrieved from the 1000 Genomes Browser, but not occurring in the 1,092 Phase 1 individuals.
Screening of Candidate Variants with Literature Review
Filtered candidate variants were vetted for disease association through critical appraisal of the literature from HGMD Professional [15] , ClinVar [16] , Google, PubMed, and other relevant databases [17] [18] [19] . Variant frequency in the 1000 Genomes and the NHLBI Exome Sequencing Project was also considered with the literature review [20] . Details on all filtered variants along with notes and references from the review are available in S2 Table. First, variants with an allele frequency greater than expected for the associated disorder in either the NHLBI Exome Sequencing Project (ESP) and/or Phase 1 of the 1000 Genomes were removed. General population disease frequencies were estimated from GeneReviews, the Genetics Home Reference, and the literature review (S1 Table) . Similar to Dorschner et al. [21] , we assumed that if a variant was found more commonly in reference datasets than expected given the frequency of the associated disease, it is unlikely to cause a high-penetrance phenotype. However, because of the possibility of ancestry-specific disease-causing variants, we used a cautious threshold at this stage. We assumed that the occurrence of multiple variants within each reference dataset followed a Poisson distribution, and specific variants were excluded if the number of occurrences exceeded the 95 th cumulative probability percentile with an event rate equal to the expected number of pathogenic variants with the associated disorder (unless this number was 3 or less and then we used a cut off of 4 variants). Although we sought to incorporate information on population-specific frequencies of diseases and variants from the literature, we found that this additional information did not prevent the exclusion of variants using our cautious threshold. Second, primary literature was evaluated for several lines of evidence against the pathogenicity of each variant to remove false positive results. Variants with similar frequencies in casecontrol studies, those often seen in healthy individuals, those that did not segregate with the disease in an affected family, those described to coexist with multiple deleterious variants, and those occurring in trans to a single deleterious variant without the expected phenotypic effects of biallelic alteration were removed from consideration. Cancer predisposition variants without loss of heterozygosity in multiple tumors were removed. For BRCA1 and BRCA2, we removed variants with an odds of neutrality greater than 100:1 based on Myriad Genetic Laboratories published data [22] , however, the vast majority of Myriad data are not publicly available. For Lynch syndrome variants, we required microsatellite instability within the majority of reported tumors. For variants in MUTYH associated with recessive polyposis and colorectal cancer, we excluded those that did not co-occur with another potentially pathogenic mutation as the ACMG guidelines recommend only searching for individuals with biallelic alteration [6] .
Third, as we set the threshold for inclusion, we recognized the potential life-changing implications of returning secondary findings, and so we required a minimum level of supportive evidence for non-synonymous, splice site, and synonymous variants to be considered an actionable secondary finding. Similar to the classification system of pathogenic secondary findings employed by Ng et al. [23] and Dorschner et al. [21] , we required that the variant was identified in at least three unrelated affected individuals, exhibited segregation consistent with a probability 1/16 in at least one family, or occurred in at least one de novo event in a trio. For truncating mutations identified in HGMD Professional that occurred in genes in which the ACMG specified that expected pathogenic variants should be returned (starred in Table 1 ), we only required a truncating mutation in one unrelated case.
Finally, variants identified in literature focusing on conditions other than the specified ACMG conditions were removed.
Verification of Pathogenic Variants
Concordance between a clinical laboratory specialist and an expert physician was required to call variants pathogenic or likely pathogenic. All experts were asked to consider the draft "Standards and Guidelines for the Interpretation of Sequence Variants: A Joint Consensus Recommendation of the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics and the Association of Molecular Pathology" in their evaluation (https://www.acmg.net/docs/Standards_Guidelines_ for_the_Interpretation_of_Sequence_Variants.pdf). This consensus statement supports a five tiered variant classification system: 1) pathogenic, 2) likely pathogenic, 3) uncertain significance, 4) likely benign, and 5) benign. Specifically, the consensus statement endorses that "pathogenic" implies causative for disease, and likely pathogenic implies more than 90% certainty that a variant is disease-causing.
A clinical laboratory specialist with board certification in cytogenetics and molecular genetics (CEC) evaluated all remaining variants after literature screening. The clinical laboratory specialist employed genomic browsers including UCSC and Ensembl, genetic databases [18, 19, 24] , and protein prediction software [25] [26] [27] . This methodology is standard for clinical reporting [28, 29] . Expert physicians with medical specialties relevant to the remaining disease-associated variants also examined the pathogenicity evidence. Specifically, physicians with specialties in gastroenterology (NOD), neurology and pediatrics (CG), pathology (JWH), and cardiovascular medicine (NOS) were provided with the primary literature on variants in their respective fields and asked whether each variant was "actionable" and "pathogenic."
Additional Expected Pathogenic Variants
For 45 of the 56 genes (starred in Table 1 ), the ACMG recommendations suggest that expected pathogenic variants should also be sought and returned to patients. For these 45 genes, we additionally examined variants that were predicted to cause a truncation, but were not listed as disease-causing in HGMD Professional. ANNOVAR was used to examine vcf files, and truncating mutations were identified with refGene and ensGene using Genome Build 19. Identified mutations were required to cause truncation in all listed Ensembl HGVS isoforms. Predicted truncating mutations were then evaluated with literature review and ClinVar. We required that a "pathogenic" truncating mutation had been previously described 3' of the variant under review in the coding sequence for one of the ACMG conditions in either ClinVar or another database, as nonsense mediated decay may not be predicted in transcripts with distal alterations. Expected pathogenic variants were reviewed by the clinical laboratory specialist.
Results

Computationally filtered variants
We retrieved 70,435 variants in the 56 disease-associated genes from the 1000 Genomes Browser. After querying HGMD Professional based on gene and chromosome position for variants labeled disease-causing and restricting to variants that matched the exact base change, 237 variants remained for manual review (Fig 1) .
Among the 1,092 Phase 1 genomes, our HGMD filtering strategy yielded 1.48 variants per person (Table 2 ). Across the four major ancestry groups, the average number of variants per person ranged from 1.13 among Asian Americans to 1.67 among the Americas individuals. These findings underscore that filtering using HGMD Professional dramatically reduced the number of candidate secondary variants per genome. Fig 1) . More than one-third of the variants (99/237) were removed because of a higher frequency in reference datasets than expected based on the population prevalence and mode of inheritance of these conditions (details in S1 An additional 50 variants were eliminated because the literature evidence undermined the conclusion of known pathogenicity, including high incidence in healthy individuals, lack of segregation with disease, and co-occurrence with known deleterious variants (Fig 1). Fig 2B illustrates that the number of variants per person removed due to evidence against pathogenicity varied across the ancestry groups. Specifically, the number of variants removed per person in this step of the literature screening was 0.18 (16% of 1.13) in East Asians, 0.12 (7% of 1.67) in Europeans, 0.12 (7% of 1.67) in the Americas, and 0.05 (4% of 1.46) in Africans. We removed 62 variants that lacked a minimum level of supportive evidence in the literature (Fig 1) . Across ancestry groups, the number of variants per person removed due to paucity of evidence was similar (Fig 2B) : 0.13 (11% of 1.13) in East Asians, 0.08 (6% of 1.46) in Africans, 0.08 (5% of 1.67) in Europeans, and 0.08 (5% of 1.67) in the Americas. Finally, 11 variants were removed where the literature focused on a different disease phenotype than under study.
Overall, manual literature screening dramatically reduced the number of filtered variants per person from 1.48 to 0.015 (Table 2) . After literature screening, 15 variants remained and were reviewed by the clinical laboratory specialist and expert physicians (Fig 1) . The specialists independently agreed that 7 of these variants met the high threshold for being pathogenic or likely pathogenic and actionable (Table 3) .
Known pathogenic and likely pathogenic variants identified by clinical specialists
A BRCA2 truncating variant p.Glu3390
Ã occurred in one individual from the 1000 Genomes ASW population (Americans of African Ancestry in SW USA). Previously reported in a case of ovarian cancer, this genetic variant was shown to have a functional effect in a series of biochemical experiments [30] . Based on strong functional support and the nature of the alteration, [31] identified this variant in a proband diagnosed with soft-tissue sarcoma and gastric carcinoma as well as in the proband's son diagnosed with rhabdomyosarcoma at age 11. Fagin et al. [32] found this variant in 5 out of 6 anaplastic thyroid carcinomas. Described as a hotspot mutation, this variant is the second most frequently reported TP53 mutation in the catalogue of somatic mutations in cancer (COSMIC), and several independent groups have provided functional support. Both the clinical laboratory specialist and expert physician (JKH) thought this variant was pathogenic for Li-Fraumeni syndrome.
A SDHB truncating variant p.Arg90 Ã occurred in one individual in the GBR population (British in England and Scotland). Located in a hypermutable CpG dinucleotide, Astuti et al. [33] showed that this variant segregated in 3 unrelated small families suffering from pheochromocytoma and paragangliomas. Based on the literature review and the nature of the alteration, both the clinical laboratory specialist and the expert physician (CG) classified this variant as likely pathogenic. A RYR2 nonsynonymous variant p.Arg420Trp occurred in one individual in the CEU population. Bruce et al. [34] identified this variant in two unrelated families in Italy with several cases of juvenile onset cardiac death, but with incomplete penetrance. Because this variant was also identified in several other independent cases and functionally characterized as abnormal, the clinical laboratory specialist and the expert physician (NOS) classified the variant as likely pathogenic for catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular tachycardia.
A PKP2 splice region variant c.2489+1G>A occurred in one individual in the CHB population (Han Chinese in Beijing, China). Cox et al. [35] found this variant in 6 unrelated Dutch cases of right ventricular dysplasia/cardiomyopathy. Given that other studies report additional independent cases with some limited transmission data, both the clinical laboratory specialist and the expert physician (NOS) classified the variant as likely pathogenic.
A KCNH2 nonsynonymous variant p.Leu552Ser was found in an individual from the FIN population (Finnish in Finland). Described as a Finnish founder mutation, this variant was documented by Piippo et al. [36] in 6 unrelated Long QT syndrome Finnish families. Ten of 35 heterozygous individuals were symptomatic (mean QTc of the 35 individuals was 466 ± 47 ms) and all 43 non-carrier family members were non-symptomatic (mean QTc 416 ± 23 ms). Furthermore, two homozygous siblings experienced severe symptoms (2:1 AV block immediately after birth and torsades de pointes at age 2). Computational prediction programs further supported this variant's pathogenicity, and the clinical laboratory specialist and expert physician (NOS) confirmed that it was likely pathogenic.
A LDLR truncating variant p.Trp4 Ã was found in one individual from the CLM population (Colombians in Medellin, Colombia). Nonsense variants within LDLR codon 4 have been described in a Spanish family, a Chinese individual, and a Colombian individual with familial hypercholesterolemia [37, 38] . Based on literature review and the nature of the alteration, the clinical laboratory specialist classified the variant as likely pathogenic, and the expert physician (NOS) confirmed that the variant was expected to be pathogenic. Eight of the fifteen variants retained for literature review were determined to be variants of unknown significance by the clinical laboratory specialist (CEC). These classifications were based on several factors, including limited available data, uncertain significance by expert gene curation, occurrence in patients with complex genotypes, and high frequency in reference datasets.
Additional expected pathogenic variants
Five additional expected pathogenic variants were identified that were not listed as diseasecausing in HGMD Professional (Table 4) . These truncating variants occur in BRCA2, TGFBR1, DSP (n = 2), and LDLR, and ClinVar suggests that mutations located 3' in the coding sequence of these genes are pathogenic for the ACMG conditions of hereditary breast and ovarian cancer, Loeys-Dietz syndrome type 1A, arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy, and familial hypercholesterolemia, respectively. All of these variants are located within the first 90% of the protein sequence (range of 45%-87%) and therefore are expected to lead to nonsense mediated decay. Due to the nature of these alterations, these variants represent returnable secondary findings according to the ACMG recommendations.
Discussion
Our goal was to apply a stringent approach to identify clinically important secondary findings using a diverse reference sample. We focused on the 56 ACMG genes associated with 24 actionable conditions [6] . Our results demonstrate that 12 individuals in Phase 1 of the 1000 Genomes dataset (1%) carry a returnable secondary finding using this standard. The pathogenic and likely pathogenic variants identified here are associated with cancer predisposition syndromes, cardiac conditions, and familial hypercholesterolemia, which are diseases with available, potentially life-saving interventions.
Four individuals were identified in the 1000 Genomes dataset with secondary findings associated with cancer predisposition syndromes (Tables 3 and 4) . Likely pathogenic BRCA2 variants were found in 2 individuals, which is consistent with the estimated general population prevalence of 1/400 of hereditary breast and ovarian cancer syndrome [39] . We also identified one pathogenic variant in TP53 associated with Li-Fraumeni syndrome, which has an estimated prevalence of 1/5,000-1/20,000 and is characterized by several classic tumors, including soft tissue sarcomas, breast cancer, brain tumors, adrenocortical carcinomas, and leukemias [40] . Finally, one individual had a likely pathogenic variant for hereditary paraganglioma- pheochromocytoma syndrome, a very rare condition, for which early detection through surveillance and removal of tumors may minimize complications related to mass effects, catecholamine hypersecretion, and malignant transformation [41] .
Beyond cancer predisposition syndromes, we identified 6 individuals with secondary findings associated with cardiac conditions. Given that these diseases may first present with sudden death, early surveillance and intervention are critical. First, one individual in the 1000 Genomes possessed a truncating variant predicted to cause Loeys-Dietz syndrome type 1A, a connective tissue disorder associated with vascular abnormalities (increased risk of arterial aneurysms and dissections) along with skeletal manifestations [42] . Second, three individuals in the 1000 Genomes had likely pathogenic variants associated with Arrhythmogenic RightVentricular Cardiomyopathy (ARVC). Although ARVC has an estimated prevalence of 1/ 1,000-1/1,500, it often exhibits reduced penetrance (with estimates as low as 20-30%), possibly explaining our recognition of 3 disease-associated variants in the 1000 Genomes dataset [43, 44] . Characterized by progressive fibrofatty replacement of the myocardium, ARVC predisposes individuals to ventricular tachycardia and sudden death. Third, one individual in the 1000 Genomes had a likely pathogenic variant associated with catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular tachycardia (CPVT), which has an estimated prevalence of 1/10,000 and is characterized by episodes of ventricular tachycardia often triggered by exercise, possibly leading to ventricular fibrillation and sudden-death [45] . Finally, we identified one individual with a secondary finding for long QT syndrome, which has an estimated prevalence of 1/2,500 among whites [46] and is characterized by QT prolongation and T-wave abnormalities on ECG with risk of torsades de pointes [47] .
Lastly, two individuals had likely pathogenic truncating variants in LDLR associated with heterozygous familial hypercholesterolemia, which is consistent with the estimated population prevalence of 1/200-1/500 [48] . Characterized by elevated LDL cholesterol levels from birth, this condition increases risk of premature coronary heart disease. Early diagnosis and treatment with statins can decrease coronary heart disease events and mortality [49, 50] .
Overall, this study identifies 12 pathogenic and likely pathogenic variants in the 1000 Genomes dataset, which if recognized and returned could guide medical follow-up for individuals and their families. This confirms that medically relevant secondary findings can be identified in an unselected cohort.
Beyond assessing the general frequency of secondary findings, this study provides insight into the frequency of candidate variants in a range of populations. After computational filtering, the average number of variants per person ranged from 1.67 among Europeans to 1.13 among East Asians (Table 2) . After literature and expert review, 4 of the 7 identified known secondary findings were observed in individuals of European ancestry, and 1 was found in each of the other ethnic groups (African, the Americas, and East Asian) ( Table 3) . Examination of secondary findings in the Exome Sequencing Project also identified these findings in European Americans at over three times the rate as African Americans [21, 51] . These observations reflect the historical focus of clinical genetic research on individuals of European descent. We found that a disproportionately low number of individuals of East Asian ancestry had variants that were ruled out due to high frequency in reference datasets, reflecting the fact that one of the two reference datasets was the Exome Sequencing Project, which only contains European and African Americans. Because African Americans have not been well-studied in the literature, we also observed that a lower number of individuals in this group had variants that were ruled out because of evidence against pathogenicity. As return of secondary and incidental findings expands in response to the recent ACMG recommendations [6] , understudied populations will not reap proportionate benefits and disparities can increase, highlighting the need for research on genetic diseases in these populations.
Previous reports have predicted substantially higher frequencies of pathogenic variants in the 1000 Genomes dataset. Surveys based on the pilot of the 1000 Genomes project found that each genome typically contains 100 loss-of-function variants [52] and 40-110 variants classified by HGMD Professional as disease-causing (of which 0-8 are predicted to be highly damaging) [53] . A study of the 1,092 Phase 1 genomes found on average 294 previously identified pathogenic variants in the homozygous state in each individual using HGMD [54] . More recently, Daneshjou et al. [55] examined the 1,092 Phase 1 genomes along with 178 additional genomes and found that, after excluding the most common variant, 20% of all analyzed genomes possessed designated ClinVar pathogenic variants in the ACMG genes. Our estimate is considerably lower because we employed a purposefully stringent approach for prioritizing clinically meaningful findings that involved manual curation.
Studies that employ informatics filtering and strict manual review support our observation that a small number of variants for actionable conditions can be prioritized. Johnston et al. [56] employed filtering and manual review to assess 37 genes associated with cancer predisposition syndromes in 572 predominantly white ClinSeq research participants, identifying 8 individuals with pathogenic variants that warranted follow-up. Ng et al. [23] examined 870 ClinSeq research participants for 63 genes associated with cardiomyopathies and arrhythmias and identified 6 individuals with pathogenic variants. More recently, Amendola et al. [51] examined 112 actionable genes in the 6,503 participants enrolled in the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Sequencing Project, identifying 113 individuals with pathogenic, likely pathogenic, or expected pathogenic variants. Proportionate to the number of genes studied, these estimates of 0.014 [56] , 0.007 [23] , and 0.017 [21] secondary findings per person are on the same order of magnitude as our estimate of 0.011. These estimates from independent samples indicate that a small number of disease-associated variants can be selected from sequence data.
An important limitation of this study is that the informed consent process for the 1000 Genomes project prevents the return of individual research results [57] . This inability to return results with potentially lifesaving interventions underscores a drawback of studies that stress collection of de-identified samples. In designing future genetic studies, including the recent Precision Medicine Initiative [58] , investigators need to consider offering a path for returning medically important results identified through the research process to participants. In many surveys, the public strongly favors opportunities to receive individual genetic research results [59, 60] . In addition, return of results is necessary to understand the penetrance and expressivity of the identified secondary findings through medical follow-up. As emphasized by the ACMG [6] and others [9, 10] , more research on the long term phenotypic effects of presumed pathogenic variants identified in the general population is needed to fully understand the costs and benefits of returning secondary findings.
There are also several limitations to our method of variant prioritization that may miss pathogenic variants. First, the limited set of 56 ACMG genes was assessed. Inclusion of additional conditions will increase the frequency of actionable secondary findings. Second, filtering based on HGMD Professional entries may exclude expected pathogenic variants that have not been annotated as disease-causing in this database. A third limitation is the reliance on supporting publications to assess pathogenicity given that publications have predominantly focused on European ancestry populations. Efforts to share information in the genetics community through centralized databases [61] will improve the fund of knowledge on genetic variants and provide additional information needed to assess very rare variants. All of these limitations underestimate the frequency of secondary findings, consistent with our stringent approach for variant prioritization. This study is a systematic attempt to combine available information to identify clinically relevant secondary findings, and this framework can be modified as knowledge of genetic diseases increases and guidelines regarding return of secondary and incidental findings continue to evolve.
Our experience of evaluating secondary findings highlights some of the current challenges faced by clinical laboratories in implementing the ACMG recommendations. Although HGMD Professional [15] is useful for filtering candidate variants (Fig 1) , our results confirm previous reports that it contains variants designated as disease-causing that upon further review have uncertain pathogenicity for the purposes of secondary finding identification [14, 21, 56] . Our process of secondary finding evaluation required several steps of time-consuming manual review. Informatics filtering led to 237 HGMD disease-causing variants, which each underwent literature screening, requiring approximately 1.5 hours per variant (range of 0.5 to 3 hours). Fifteen candidate variants passed literature review and were evaluated by both a clinical laboratory specialist and an expert physician. Expert review took approximately 1 hour per variant for each specialist (range of 20 minutes to 4 hours). From the time that this project was initiated in 2013, the speed of variant review has dramatically improved with the development of new appraisal resources and additional experience of the authors in variant evaluation. Future efforts to develop standardized resources with well-curated variants to facilitate the fast and accurate identification of pathogenic secondary findings that meet current standards for return in clinical settings will make the implementation of precision medicine more efficient.
Variant appraisal is also complicated by the different thresholds specialists have for identifying pathogenic variants. Our method used a conservative clinical approach by requiring that both a clinical laboratory specialist and expert physician independently agreed that the secondary findings were pathogenic/likely pathogenic. Although initially there was some discordance in classification between the experts, further discussion with the expert reviewers led to agreement for all candidate variants that passed the literature screen. The ACMG [28] and others [29] have released standardized guidelines for variant evaluation that will aid specialists in assessing pathogenic variants (see https://www.acmg.net/ACMG/Publications/Laboratory_ Standards___Guidelines/ACMG/Publications/Laboratory_Standards___Guidelines.aspx? hkey=8d2a38c5-97f9-4c3e-9f41-38ee683bcc84). Our experience illustrates that differences in manual curators can lead to differences in variant categorization, highlighting the importance of continued efforts to specify how specialists should combine data from multiple sources to accurately and reliably identify secondary findings.
Conclusions
In summary, this study of the 1000 Genomes, a diverse cohort of unselected individuals, demonstrates that a stringent approach can prioritize a small number of secondary findings for which the potential clinical benefits of return are great. This work suggests that following ACMG recommendations using a high threshold for pathogenicity will yield at least a small number of clinically relevant findings. This work has implications for future research studies, including the newly proposed Precision Medicine Initiative that is projected to have over 1 million participants [58] . An extrapolation of our findings indicates that at least 1,000 participants in the Precision Medicine Initiative will have a clinically important secondary finding. Genetic research studies will need to address the ethical and practical issues regarding the return of these medically actionable results. Future efforts to improve methods for the fast and accurate identification of secondary findings are needed to speed the translation of genomics into clinical care.
Supporting Information S1 Table. General population prevalence estimates of the ACMG conditions and the development of frequency thresholds in reference datasets. Population prevalence estimates of the ACMG conditions were taken from several datasets, including GeneReviews and the Genetics Home Reference. Based on the lowest estimated general population disease prevalence and the mode of inheritance, we calculated the maximum estimated pathogenic variants per person for each disease. From this "pathogenic variants per person" estimate, we were able to calculate an expected number of pathogenic variants for each disease in the NHLBI Exome Sequencing Project and the 1000 Genomes. Assuming that the occurrence of multiple variants within each reference dataset followed a Poisson distribution, we calculated a threshold number of variants that exceeds the 95 th cumulative probability percentile with an event rate equal to the expected number of pathogenic variants in that dataset. Keeping with our cautious approach, we removed variants associated with each disease that occurred more frequently than this upper bound 95th percentile in each dataset. Details on all filtered variants along with notes and references of the literature review are available in S2 Table. Ã When the number of expected people exceeding the 95th cumulative probability percentile was small (3 or less), we used a minimum cut off of 4 individuals to prevent the removal of possible population specific variants.
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